
Warren Brook Penalty Guide 

All markers red, yellow and environmental when in place shall determine the appropriate 

action to be taken. Keep in mind the USGA “Virtually Certainty” concept.  If it is virtually certain 

that a ball can be in no other area than the penalty area, it is deemed to be in the penalty area. 

Any area not delineated as a Penalty Area is to be considered in play for lost ball purposes.  

Any ball hit over the back of any green (excluding #2, #10, #13, #15, #17) and not found shall be 

considered a lost ball. Proceed to drop as per common rules. 

1. Left side tee to green Lateral penalty area.  Behind green, red stakes creek bed lateral 

penalty area 

2. Left side tee to green Lateral penalty area. Behind green lateral penalty area.  

3. Left side tee to green Lateral penalty area. Tall grass left side of green lost ball.   

4. All tall grass lost ball 

5. Left side of fairway 150 yards from tee creek bed Lateral penalty area. Left side of 

fairway starting at 200 yards tee to green Lateral penalty area. Right side of fairway 300 

yards from tee creek bed lateral penalty area. Water hazard right side of green Lateral 

hazard 

6. Left side of tee to green OB.  Water hazard in front of tee Lateral hazard.  Right side of 

fairway past pond tall grass to beyond green Lateral hazard. 

7. Left side of fairway tee to green OB. Right side of fairway tall grass tee to 30 yards past 

bunker on right Lateral hazard.  Balance of right side of fairway up to green lost ball 

8. Left side of fairway tee to green OB.  Right side of fairway tall grass lost ball 

9. All tall grass lost ball. 

10. Left side of fairway lost ball to top of hill.  From top of hill to behind green OB. 

11. Left side of tee up to back of 13 green OB. 

12. All tall grass lost ball. 

13. All around back of green OB. 

14. Left side of fairway tee to green OB.  Back of green right side Lateral hazard  

15. Left side tee to green including behind green OB. Yellow hazard in front of tee.  Creek 

bed right side of green Lateral Hazard. 

16. Left side tee to green OB. Road behind green OB. Cart path right side of green up to 

starter shack in play free drop. Ball in first hole fairway or tee box play as it lies.  Parking 

lot OB 

17. Right side at maintenance area OB.  Past maintenance area right side Lateral hazard. Tall 

grass in front of pond yellow stake hazard.  Left side of green water hazard. Over green 

Lateral hazard. 

18. Right side tee to green OB. Water in front of tee yellow water hazard.  Over green including 

practice green play as it lies.  Road behind practice green OB. Cart path right side of green in 

play up to road.  


